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All of Us Villains W.
W. Norton &
Company
A group of former
gang members come
together to help one
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another answer the
question “How can
I be a good father
when I’ve never
had one?” In 2010,
former gang leader
turned community
activist Big Mike
Cummings asked
UCLA gang expert
Jorja Leap to co-lead
a group of men
struggling to be
better fathers in
Watts, South Los
Angeles, a
neighborhood long
burdened with a
legacy of racialized
poverty, violence,
and incarceration.
These men, black
and brown, from late
adolescence to
middle age, are trying
to heal themselves
and their
community, and
above all to build
their identities as

fathers. Each week,
they come together
to help one another
answer the question
“How can I be a
good father when
I’ve never had
one?” Project
Fatherhood follows
the lives of the men
as they struggle with
the pain of their own
losses, the chronic
pressures of poverty
and unemployment,
and the
unquenchable desire
to do better and
provide more for the
next generation.
Although the group
begins as a forum for
them to discuss issues
relating to their roles
as parents, it slowly
grows to mean much
more: it becomes a
place where they can
share jokes and
traumatic

experiences, joys and
sorrows. As the men
repair their own lives
and gain confidence,
the group also
becomes a place for
them to plan and
carry out activities to
help the Watts
community grow as
well as thrive. By
immersing herself in
the lived experiences
of those working to
overcome their
circumstances, Leap
not only dramatically
illustrates the realities
of fathers trying to do
the right thing, but
she also paints a
larger sociological
portrait of how
institutional
injustices become
manifest in the lives
of ordinary people.
At a time in which
racial justice seems
more elusive than
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ever—stymied by the
generational cycles of
mass incarceration
and the cradle-to-
prison pipeline—the
group’s
development over
time demonstrates
real-life movement
toward solutions as
the men help one
another make their
families and their
community stronger.
The Radium
Girls
Hachette UK
NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER •
LONGLISTED
FOR THE
NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD •
One of
today’s most
insightful
and
influential

thinkers
offers a
powerful
exploration
of
inequality
and the
lesson that
generations
of Americans
have failed
to learn:
Racism has a
cost for
everyone—not
just for
people of
color.
WINNER OF
THE
PORCHLIGHT
BUSINESS
BOOK AWARD •
ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR:
Time, The
Washington

Post, St.
Louis Post-
Dispatch,
Ms.
magazine,
BookRiot,
Library
Journal •
LONGLISTED
FOR THE
ANDREW
CARNEGIE
MEDAL •
“This is the
book I’ve
been waiting
for.”—Ibram
X. Kendi, #1
New York
Times
bestselling
author of
How to Be an
Antiracist
Heather
McGhee’s
specialty is
the American
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economy—and
the mystery
of why it so
often fails
the American
public. From
the
financial
crisis of
2008 to
rising
student debt
to
collapsing
public infra
structure,
she found a
root
problem:
racism in
our politics
and
policymaking
. But not
just in the
most obvious
indignities
for people

of color.
Racism has
costs for
white
people, too.
It is the
common
denominator
of our most
vexing
public
problems,
the core
dysfunction
of our
democracy
and
constitutive
of the
spiritual
and moral
crises that
grip us all.
But how did
this happen?
And is there
a way out?
McGhee

embarks on a
deeply
personal
journey
across the
country from
Maine to
Mississippi
to
California,
tallying
what we lose
when we buy
into the
zero-sum
paradigm—the
idea that
progress for
some of us
must come at
the expense
of others.
Along the
way, she
meets white
people who
confide in
her about
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losing their
homes, their
dreams, and
their shot
at better
jobs to the
toxic mix of
American
racism and
greed. This
is the story
of how
public goods
in this
country—from
parks and
pools to
functioning
schools—have
become
private
luxuries; of
how unions
collapsed,
wages
stagnated,
and
inequality

increased;
and of how
this
country,
unique among
the world’s
advanced
economies,
has thwarted
universal
healthcare.
But in
unlikely
places of
worship and
work, McGhee
finds proof
of what she
calls the
Solidarity
Dividend:
the benefits
we gain when
people come
together
across race
to
accomplish

what we
simply can’t
do on our
own. The Sum
of Us is not
only a
brilliant
analysis of
how we
arrived here
but also a
heartfelt
message,
delivered
with
startling
empathy,
from a black
woman to a
multiracial
America. It
leaves us
with a new
vision for a
future in
which we
finally
realize that
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life can be
more than a
zero-sum
game.
One Day Penguin
You are more
amazing than you
even know. New
York Times best-
selling author Kobi
Yamada has written a
story about the
unbound potential
you hold inside. With
striking, realistic
illustrations, it's a
reminder that you
were meant for
incredible things.
And maybe, just
maybe, you will
exceed your wildest
dreams.
The Alchemy of Us
Penguin
This ultimate
insider's guide
reveals the secrets
that none dare
admit, told by a
show biz veteran

who's proven that
you can sell your
script if you can
save the cat!
End of Summer
Harlequin
FINALIST FOR
THE 2021
BOOKER PRIZE
& A NEW YORK
TIMES TOP 10
BOOK OF 2021
WINNER OF THE
DYLAN THOMAS
PRIZE “A book
that reads like a
prose poem, at
once sublime,
profane, intimate,
philosophical,
witty and,
eventually,
deeply moving.”
—New York Times
Book Review,
Editors’ Choice
“Wow. I can’t
remember the
last time I
laughed so much
reading a book.
What an inventive

and startling
writer…I’m so
glad I read this. I
really think this
book is
remarkable.”
—David Sedaris
From "a
formidably gifted
writer" (The New
York Times Book
Review), a book
that asks: Is there
life after the
internet? As this
urgent, genre-
defying book
opens, a woman
who has recently
been elevated to
prominence for
her social media
posts travels
around the world
to meet her
adoring fans. She
is overwhelmed
by navigating the
new language and
etiquette of what
she terms "the
portal," where she
grapples with an
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unshakable
conviction that a
vast chorus of
voices is now
dictating her
thoughts. When
existential
threats--from
climate change
and economic
precariousness to
the rise of an
unnamed dictator
and an epidemic
of
loneliness--begin
to loom, she posts
her way deeper
into the portal's
void. An
avalanche of
images, details,
and references
accumulate to
form a landscape
that is post-sense,
post-irony, post-
everything. "Are
we in hell?" the
people of the
portal ask
themselves. "Are
we all just going

to keep doing this
until we die?"
Suddenly, two
texts from her
mother pierce the
fray: "Something
has gone wrong,"
and "How soon
can you get
here?" As real life
and its stakes
collide with the
increasingly
absurd antics of
the portal, the
woman confronts
a world that
seems to contain
both an abundance
of proof that there
is goodness,
empathy, and
justice in the
universe, and a
deluge of
evidence to the
contrary.
Fragmentary and
omniscient,
incisive and
sincere, No One
Is Talking About
This is at once a

love letter to the
endless scroll and
a profound,
modern
meditation on
love, language,
and human
connection from a
singular voice in
American
literature.
Penguin Books
United Nations
Champion of the
Earth, climate
scientist, and
evangelical
Christian
Katharine Hayhoe
changes the
debate on how
we can save our
future in this
nationally
bestselling
“optimistic view
on why collective
action is still
possible—and how
it can be
realized” (The
New York
Times). Called
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“one of the
nation’s most
effective
communicators on
climate change”
by The New York
Times, Katharine
Hayhoe knows
how to navigate
all sides of the
conversation on
our changing
planet. A
Canadian climate
scientist living in
Texas, she
negotiates
distrust of data,
indifference to
imminent threats,
and resistance to
proposed
solutions with
ease. Over the
past fifteen years
Hayhoe has found
that the most
important thing
we can do to
address climate
change is talk
about it—and she
wants to teach

you how. In Saving
Us, Hayhoe
argues that when
it comes to
changing hearts
and minds, facts
are only one part
of the equation.
We need to find
shared values in
order to connect
our unique
identities to
collective action.
This is not
another doomsday
narrative about a
planet on fire. It is
a multilayered
look at science,
faith, and human
psychology, from
an icon in her
field—recently
named chief
scientist at The
Nature
Conservancy.
Drawing on
interdisciplinary
research and
personal stories,
Hayhoe shows

that small
conversations can
have astonishing
results. Saving Us
leaves us with the
tools to open a
dialogue with your
loved ones about
how we all can
play a role in
pushing forward
for change.

It Starts with
Us Bloomsbury
Publishing
USA
In this “brave
and
heartbreaking
novel that digs
its claws into
you and
doesn’t let go,
long after
you’ve
finished it”
(Anna Todd,
New York
Times
bestselling
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author) from
the #1 New
York Times
bestselling
author of All
Your Perfects,
a workaholic
with a too-good-
to-be-true
romance can’t
stop thinking
about her first
love. Lily
hasn’t always
had it easy, but
that’s never
stopped her
from working
hard for the life
she wants.
She’s come a
long way from
the small town
where she
grew up—she
graduated from
college, moved
to Boston, and

started her own
business. And
when she feels
a spark with a
gorgeous
neurosurgeon
named Ryle
Kincaid,
everything in
Lily’s life
seems too good
to be true. Ryle
is assertive,
stubborn,
maybe even a
little arrogant.
He’s also
sensitive,
brilliant, and
has a total soft
spot for Lily.
And the way he
looks in scrubs
certainly
doesn’t hurt.
Lily can’t get
him out of her
head. But

Ryle’s
complete
aversion to
relationships is
disturbing.
Even as Lily
finds herself
becoming the
exception to
his “no dating”
rule, she can’t
help but
wonder what
made him that
way in the first
place. As
questions about
her new
relationship
overwhelm her,
so do thoughts
of Atlas
Corrigan—her
first love and a
link to the past
she left behind.
He was her
kindred spirit,
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her protector.
When Atlas
suddenly
reappears,
everything Lily
has built with
Ryle is
threatened. An
honest,
evocative, and
tender novel, It
Ends with Us is
“a glorious and
touching read,
a forever
keeper. The
kind of book
that gets
handed down”
(USA TODAY).
The World
Without Us
Ballantine Books
Nothing
interests Maman
today, not even
Jean, her
favorite child ...

She acts dumb,
bewitched, like a
goat that the
neighborhood
children have
fed sorghum
beer.' These
extraordinary
stories centre on
African conflicts
as seen through
the eyes of
children and
describes their
resilience and
endurance in
heartbreaking
detail. From
child trafficking
to inter-religious
conflicts, Uwem
Akpan reveals in
beautiful prose
the resilience
and endurance
of children faced
with the harsh
consequences of
deprivation and
terror.

The Daily Show
(The Book) Tor
Teen
The instant #1
New York Times
bestseller! “It's
the best memoir
I've ever read.”
—Oprah Winfrey
“Will Smith isn't
holding back in
his bravely
inspiring new
memoir . . . An
ultimately
heartwarming
read, Will
provides a
humane glimpse
of the man behind
the actor,
producer and
musician, as he
bares all his
insecurities and
trauma.” —USA
Today Winner of
the NAACP
Image Award for
Outstanding
Literary
Achievement One
of the most
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dynamic and
globally
recognized
entertainment
forces of our time
opens up fully
about his life, in a
brave and
inspiring book
that traces his
learning curve to
a place where
outer success,
inner happiness,
and human
connection are
aligned. Along the
way, Will tells the
story in full of one
of the most
amazing rides
through the
worlds of music
and film that
anyone has ever
had. Will Smith’s
transformation
from a West
Philadelphia kid to
one of the biggest
rap stars of his
era, and then one
of the biggest

movie stars in
Hollywood
history, is an epic
tale—but it’s only
half the story.
Will Smith
thought, with good
reason, that he
had won at life:
not only was his
own success
unparalleled, his
whole family was
at the pinnacle of
the entertainment
world. Only they
didn't see it that
way: they felt
more like star
performers in his
circus, a seven-
days-a-week job
they hadn't signed
up for. It turned
out Will Smith's
education wasn't
nearly over. This
memoir is the
product of a
profound journey
of self-knowledge,
a reckoning with
all that your will

can get you and all
that it can leave
behind. Written
with the help of
Mark Manson,
author of the multi-
million-copy
bestseller The
Subtle Art of Not
Giving a F*ck,
Will is the story
of how one person
mastered his own
emotions, written
in a way that can
help everyone
else do the same.
Few of us will
know the
pressure of
performing on the
world's biggest
stages for the
highest of stakes,
but we can all
understand that
the fuel that
works for one
stage of our
journey might
have to be
changed if we
want to make it all
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the way home.
The combination
of genuine
wisdom of
universal value
and a life story
that is
preposterously
entertaining, even
astonishing, puts
Will the book, like
its author, in a
category by itself.

What If It's Us
HarperCollins
Before It Ends
with Us, it
started with
Atlas. Colleen
Hoover tells fan
favorite Atlas’s
side of the story
and shares what
comes next in
this long-
anticipated
sequel to the
“glorious and
touching” (USA
TODAY) #1
New York

Times bestseller
It Ends with Us.
Lily and her ex-
husband, Ryle,
have just settled
into a civil
coparenting
rhythm when
she suddenly
bumps into her
first love, Atlas,
again. After
nearly two years
separated, she is
elated that for
once, time is on
their side, and
she immediately
says yes when
Atlas asks her
on a date. But
her excitement
is quickly
hampered by the
knowledge that,
though they are
no longer
married, Ryle is
still very much a
part of her

life—and Atlas
Corrigan is the
one man he will
hate being in his
ex-wife and
daughter’s life.
Switching
between the
perspectives of
Lily and Atlas, It
Starts with Us
picks up right
where the
epilogue for the
“gripping, pulse-
pounding”
(Sarah
Pekkanen,
author of Perfect
Neighbors)
bestselling
phenomenon It
Ends with Us
left off.
Revealing more
about Atlas’s
past and
following Lily as
she embraces a
second chance
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at true love while
navigating a
jealous ex-
husband, it
proves that “no
one delivers an
emotional read
like Colleen
Hoover” (Anna
Todd, New York
Times
bestselling
author).
One of Us
Beacon Press
In the
bestselling
tradition of Stuff
Matters and The
Disappearing
Spoon: a clever
and engaging
look at
materials, the
innovations they
made possible,
and how these
technologies
changed us.
Finalist for the

41st Los
Angeles Times
Book Award in
Science and
Technology and
selected as one
of the Best
Summer Science
Books Of 2020
by Science
Friday. In The
Alchemy of Us,
scientist and
science writer
Ainissa Ramirez
examines eight i
nventions--clock
s, steel rails,
copper
communication
cables,
photographic
film, light bulbs,
hard disks,
scientific
labware, and
silicon
chips--and
reveals how
they shaped the

human
experience.
Ramirez tells the
stories of the
woman who sold
time, the
inventor who
inspired Edison,
and the
hotheaded
undertaker
whose invention
pointed the way
to the computer.
She describes,
among other
things, how our
pursuit of
precision in
timepieces
changed how we
sleep; how the
railroad helped
commercialize
Christmas; how
the necessary
brevity of the
telegram
influenced
Hemingway's
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writing style; and
how a young
chemist exposed
the use of
Polaroid's
cameras to
create
passbooks to
track Black
citizens in
apartheid South
Africa. These
fascinating and
inspiring stories
offer new
perspectives on
our relationships
with
technologies.
Walking to Listen
Pocket Books
AN INSTANT
NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER •
NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD
“5 UNDER 35”
NOMINEE •
NEW YORK’S
“ONE BOOK,

ONE NEW YORK”
PICK Named One
of the Best Books
of the Year:
Washington Post
• NPR • People
• Refinery29 •
Parade •
BuzzFeed “Mirza
writes with a
mercy that
encompasses all
things.”—Ron
Charles,
Washington Post
Hailed as “a book
for our times”
(Christiane
Amanpour), A
Place for Us is a
deeply moving
and resonant
story of love,
identity, and
belonging. As an
Indian wedding
gathers a family
back together,
parents Rafiq and
Layla must reckon
with the choices
their children
have made. There

is Hadia: their
headstrong, eldest
daughter, whose
marriage is a
match of love and
not tradition.
Huda, the middle
child, determined
to follow in her
sister’s footsteps.
And lastly, their
estranged son,
Amar, who
returns to the
family fold for the
first time in three
years to take his
place as brother
of the bride. What
secrets and
betrayals have
caused this close-
knit family to
fracture? Can
Amar find his way
back to the people
who know and
love him best? A
Place for Us takes
us back to the
beginning of this
family’s life: from
the bonds that
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bring them
together, to the
differences that
pull them apart.
All the joy and
struggle of family
life is here, from
Rafiq and Layla’s
own arrival in
America from
India, to the years
in which their
children—each in
their own
way—tread
between two
cultures, seeking
to find their place
in the world, as
well as a path
home. A Place for
Us is a book for
our times: an
astonishingly
tender-hearted
novel of identity
and belonging, and
a resonant
portrait of what it
means to be an
American family
today. It
announces Fatima

Farheen Mirza as
a major new
literary talent.

One of Us Is
Next House of
Anansi
A study of
what would
happen to
Earth if the
human
presence was
removed
examines our
legacy for the
planet, from
the objects
that would
vanish without
human
intervention to
those that
would become
long-lasting
remnants of
humankind.
Save the Cat
Twelve

From the
critically
acclaimed
author of The
25th Hour and
When the Nines
Roll Over and
co-creator of
the HBO series
Game of
Thrones, a
captivating
novel about
war, courage,
survival — and a
remarkable
friendship that
ripples across a
lifetime. During
the Nazis’
brutal siege of
Leningrad, Lev
Beniov is
arrested for
looting and
thrown into the
same cell as a
handsome
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deserter named
Kolya. Instead
of being
executed, Lev
and Kolya are
given a shot at
saving their
own lives by
complying with
an outrageous
directive:
secure a dozen
eggs for a
powerful Soviet
colonel to use
in his
daughter’s
wedding cake.
In a city cut off
from all
supplies and
suffering
unbelievable
deprivation,
Lev and Kolya
embark on a
hunt through
the dire

lawlessness of
Leningrad and
behind enemy
lines to find the
impossible. By
turns insightful
and funny,
thrilling and
terrifying, the
New York
Times
bestseller City
of Thieves is a
gripping,
cinematic
World War II
adventure and
an intimate
coming-of-age
story with an
utterly
contemporary
feel for how
boys become
men.
The Angel of
Grozny Random
House

A harrowing and
thorough
account of the
massacre that
upended
Norway, and the
trial that helped
put the country
back together
On July 22,
2011, Anders
Behring Breivik
detonated a
bomb outside
government
buildings in
central Oslo,
killing eight
people. He then
proceeded to a
youth camp on
the island of
Utøya, where
he killed sixty-
nine more, most
of them teenage
members of
Norway's
governing
Labour Party. In
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One of Us, the
journalist �sne
Seierstad tells
the story of this
terrible day and
what led up to it.
What made
Breivik, a gifted
child from an
affluent
neighborhood in
Oslo, become a
terrorist? As in
her bestseller
The Bookseller
of Kabul,
Seierstad excels
at the vivid
portraiture of
lives under
stress. She
delves deep into
Breivik's
troubled
childhood,
showing how a
hip-hop and
graffiti
aficionado
became a right-

wing activist and
Internet game
addict, and then
an entrepreneur,
Freemason, and
self-styled
master warrior
who sought to
"save Norway"
from the threat
of Islam and
multiculturalism.
She writes with
equal intimacy
about Breivik's
victims, tracing
their political
awakenings,
aspirations to
improve their
country, and ill-
fated journeys
to the island. By
the time
Seierstad
reaches Utøya,
we know both
the killer and
those he will kill.
We have also

gotten to know
an entire countr
y—famously
peaceful and
prosperous, and
utterly incapable
of protecting its
youth.
Say You're One
Of Them
Delacorte Press
A New York
Times, USA
Today, and
Indie bestseller!
Critically
acclaimed and
bestselling
authors Becky
Albertalli and
Adam Silvera
combine their
talents in this
smart, funny,
heartfelt
collaboration
about two very
different boys
who can’t
decide if the
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universe is
pushing them
together—or
pulling them
apart. ARTHUR
is only in New
York for the
summer, but if
Broadway has
taught him
anything, it’s
that the universe
can deliver a
showstopping
romance when
you least expect
it. BEN thinks
the universe
needs to mind
its business. If
the universe had
his back, he
wouldn’t be on
his way to the
post office
carrying a box
of his ex-
boyfriend’s
things. But when
Arthur and Ben

meet-cute at the
post office, what
exactly does the
universe have in
store for them . .
. ? Maybe
nothing. After
all, they get
separated.
Maybe
everything.
After all, they
get reunited. But
what if they
can’t nail a first
date even after
three do-overs?
What if Arthur
tries too hard to
make it work
and Ben doesn’t
try hard enough?
What if life
really isn’t like
a Broadway
play? But what if
it is? What if it’s
us? Plus don't
miss Here's to
Us! Becky

Albertalli and
Adam Silvera
reunite to
continue the
story of Arthur
and Ben, the
boys readers
first fell for in
What If It’s Us.
Bad Mexicans:
Race, Empire,
and Revolution
in the
Borderlands
Sourcebooks,
Inc.
One of
UsFarrar,
Straus and
Giroux

The Better
Angels of Our
Nature MCD x
FSG Originals
Story of five
people caught
inside an
airport cocktail
lounge during a
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global disaster.
A Place for Us
Penguin
A Denver
neurosurgeon
relocates to the
small rural town
named after her
ancestor in the
aftermath of a
wrongful
malpractice suit
to recover and
reconnect with
her estranged
father--
There's a New
Dog in Town MIT
Press
#1 NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER •
From the author
of One of Us Is
Lying comes a
brand-new pulse-
pounding thriller.
It's Ferris
Bueller's Day Off
with murder
when three old

friends relive an
epic ditch day,
and it goes
horribly—and
fatally—wrong.
Ivy, Mateo, and
Cal used to be
close. Now all
they have in
common is
Carlton High and
the beginning of a
very bad day.
Type A Ivy lost a
student council
election to the
class clown, and
now she has to
face the school,
humiliated.
Heartthrob Mateo
is burned out from
working two jobs
since his family’s
business failed.
And outsider Cal
just got stood up .
. . again. So when
the three
unexpectedly run
into each other,
they decide to
avoid their

problems by
ditching. Just the
three of them, like
old times. Except
they’ve barely
left the parking lot
before they run
out of things to
say. . . . . . until
they spot another
Carlton High
student skipping
school—and follow
him to the scene
of his own
murder. In one
chance move,
their day turns
from dull to
deadly. And it’s
about to get
worse. It turns
out Ivy, Mateo,
and Cal still have
some things in
common...like a
connection to the
dead kid. And
they’re all hiding
something. Could
it be that their
chance
reconnection
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wasn’t by chance
after all? Fans of
the hit thriller that
started it all can
watch the secrets
of the Bayview
Four be revealed
in the One of Us
is Lying TV
series now
streaming on
NBC's Peacock!
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